
Observations of the Moon: Instructions 
 
One set of coordinates used to locate heavenly objects is the altitude/azimuth 
pair.  Both of these coordinates are usually stated in degrees.  Altitude measures 
how high the object is as one looks upward from the horizon and azimuth 
measures how far one would have to turn, in a clockwise direction, from north to 
view the heavenly object.  In this experiment you will measure the altitude angle 
for Polaris once as well as the altitude and azimuth angles for the Moon four 
times with one hour between consecutive measurements.  This can be done at 
night or in the day, whenever you can see the Moon in the sky.  By now you 
should have consulted the website suggested in the unit for a brief tutorial on 
azimuth and altitude angles.  If you need you may do an Internet search for a 
different website to explain these terms. Some websites will have better graphics 
than others.  The altitude angle of heavenly object is the angle between that 
object and the horizon measured without trees, buildings or other obstructions.  
We can measure altitude with the protractor device described in Appendix II of 
this document even when we can’t see the horizon.   
 
The azimuth angle is found using a magnetic compass.  Suppose you are facing 
an object such as the Moon as it is in the western sky an hour or so before 
moonset.  Draw a mental line from the Moon directly downward to the horizon.  
Point your compass toward the point where that line would intersect the horizon.  
Now read the angle indicated by your compass.  [Some compasses have a 
rotating degree scale and fixed pointer and others have a fixed degree scale and 
rotating pointer.  Make sure you read and follow the instructions that came with 
your compass.]  Since you are facing a western sky the angle should be in the 
vicinity of 270 degrees.  [270 is due west] 
 
Procedure:  
 
Select a day or evening when the moon is visible.  You may have to be patient!  
Print a copy of the Data Table and record your data in it by hand and then 
transfer your data to the electronic copy of the file before submitting your report.  
As you can see from the table you will need to record your latitude and longitude 
for the location from which you are making your observations.  [See Appendix I.] 
Then record the day and time for each of the measurements.  The four 
measurements should be spaced one hour apart, meaning that the experiment 
will span three hours.   
 
Once you have finished upload the report to the Assignments Drop Box. 
 
Appendix 1: Finding Latitude and Longitude—One Way.  Go to the Us Census 
Bureau Website.  http://www.census.gov/cgi-bin/gazetteer
 

• Type zip code in proper box  
• Click on Search 



• Your latitude and longitude are listed, in that order, to the right of the word 
Location. 

• Record the data given in your report form. 

Appendix: Making and using a Protractor Measuring Device  
 To Make: If your protractor has a hole at the location of the apex of the angles it 
measures proceed.  If it does not then drill a hole there large enough to allow the 
string you have to pass through.  

Tie the weight (sinker, nut, washer, stone or such) to one end of the string.  Pass 
the other end through the hole in the protractor and tie a knot large enough to 
prevent the string’s slipping out of the hole.  You probably will not need all of the 
50 cm of string.  The angle marked 90 degrees will become your zero altitude 
angle because when the weighted string passes through this marking the 
sighting edge of the protractor will be pointing toward the horizon.  Some have 
suggested that taping a soda straw to the straight edge of the protractor and 
sighting through it improves measurements. 

To Use: Hold the protractor so that the weighted string is free to hand vertically.  
Rotate the protractor so that you can sight along its straight edge toward the 
object for which you want the altitude.  See the diagram below.  Once the 
weighted string stops swinging, press the string to the protractor and then 
determine the angle between the string and the 90-degree line.  For example, if 
the weighted string is at 55 degrees then the angle of elevation is 90 – 55 = 35 
degrees.  
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